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In the human immune system, antibodies with high affinities for antigen
are created in two stages. A diverse primary repertoire of antibody
structures is produced by the combinatorial rearrangement of germline V
gene segments and antibodies are selected from this repertoire by binding
to the antigen. Their affinities are then improved by somatic hypermutation
and further rounds of selection. We have dissected the sequence diversity
created at each stage in response to a wide range of antigens. In the primary
repertoire, diversity is focused at the centre of the binding site. With
somatic hypermutation, diversity spreads to regions at the periphery of the
binding site that are highly conserved in the primary repertoire. We
propose that evolution has favoured this complementarity as an efficient
strategy for searching sequence space and that the germline V gene families
evolved to exploit the diversity created by somatic hypermutation.
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Most of the sequence diversity in antibodies is
located in the complementarity-determining regions, or CDRs (Wu & Kabat, 1970; Kabat & Wu,
1971). This diversity comprises germline diversity
(the choice of different variable (V), diversity (D)
and joining (J) segments) and junctional diversity in
the primary repertoire (Tonegawa, 1983), and
somatic hypermutation introduced during the
process of affinity maturation (Berek & Milstein,
1987). It has been noted that, in mice, the germline
V gene segments involved in a restricted response
to two haptens differ most in the CDR2 regions,
whereas somatic hypermutation is biased towards
‘‘hot-spots’’ in CDR1 (reviewed by Neuberger &
Milstein, 1995). We wondered whether such
complementarity was a general feature of antibody
repertoires.
Since all the human germline VH and Vk segments
have now been mapped (Matsuda et al., 1993;
Zachau, 1993; Cook et al., 1994; Nagoaka et al., 1994;
Tomlinson et al., 1994) and sequenced (Tomlinson
et al., 1992; Schäble & Zachau, 1993; Cox et al., 1994),
we decided to analyse the entire human VH and Vk
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repertoires and thereby the response to a wide
range of antigens. We compiled a database of 1181
rearranged VH and 736 rearranged Vk sequences
(Figure 1), and identified the location of somatic
mutations in each sequence (with the exception of
the VH CDR3 and the end of the Vk CDR3, where
somatic hypermutation cannot be distinguished
from junctional diversity). In general, the number of
amino acid differences introduced by somatic
hypermutation is less than the number of amino
acid differences between germline V gene segments
(Figure 1). In addition, we note that somatic
hypermutation is primarily a point mutation
process and rarely results in codon insertions or
deletions, whereas the CDR lengths do differ
between germline V gene segments (Chothia et al.,
1992; Tomlinson et al., 1995).
To compare the sequence diversity introduced by
somatic hypermutation with that present in the
same repertoire of germline sequences, we compiled a second database by substituting each
rearranged sequence in the first database with its
corresponding germline V gene segment. Although
this does not strictly correspond to the primary
repertoire, since the rearranged genes have been
selected by antigen, it can be used to calculate the
germline diversity prior to somatic hypermutation.
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Figure 1. The contributions of germline diversity and
somatic hypermutation. For germline diversity (filled
squares), the number of amino acid differences between
all pairs of sequences within the germline VH families and
Vk subgroups were calculated using the 51 functional VH
(Tomlinson et al., 1992; Cook et al., 1994) and 40 functional
Vk segments (Schäble & Zachau, 1993; Tomlinson et al.,
1995), with insertions or deletions counting as one amino
acid difference (average for VH is 17.0; average for Vk is
12.6). (Members of distinct families/subgroups differ by
at least 24 amino acids.) For somatic hypermutation (open
squares), the frequencies of the number of somatic
mutations per rearranged sequence were compiled from
1181 rearranged VH and 736 rearranged Vk genes (average
for VH is 7.3; average for Vk is 5.8). This includes 143
rearranged VH genes from the peripheral lymphocytes of
a single individual (DP). These were either Cm or Cg
linked, with averages of 3.7 and 10.2 mutations per
rearranged sequence, respectively.
Compilation of the rearranged database was performed
as follows: 46 Cm and 97 Cg linked VH sequences (EMBL
data library accession numbers Z68345-Z68487) were
amplified, cloned and sequenced from cDNA of the donor
DP essentially as described by Marks et al. (1991) (primer
sequences available on request). Sequences were assigned
to their germline counterparts in the V BASE sequence
directory (available from the authors) using the MacVector
sequence analysis package (IBI Kodak). In addition, 983
rearranged VH and 670 rearranged Vk sequences were
extracted from the EMBL data library (Release 39) using
the BLAST algorithm (Altschul et al., 1990) and
automatically aligned to their germline counterparts in
the V BASE directory (E.L.L.S., unpublished). A further 55
rearranged VH and 66 rearranged Vk sequences were
entered from the literature and assigned germline
counterparts using MacVector (IBI Kodak). All rearranged
sequences from the EMBL data library and the literature
were rearranged in vivo. Somatic mutations were scored
by comparing each rearranged gene with its germline
counterpart. Statistical analyses were performed using
Apple Macintosh-based software (P.H.D., unpublished).

The patterns of sequence diversity are summarised in Figure 2. Germline diversity is greatest in
the VH CDR2 (see Tomlinson et al., 1992) and
in specific residues in the other CDRs, for example
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Figure 2. The patterns of germline diversity and
somatic hypermutation. For each position in the VH and
Vk regions, percentage somatic hypermutation (top of
each panel in lighter tint) was calculated as the total
number of differences between the rearranged sequences
and their corresponding V gene segments, divided by the
number of residues at that position. Mismatched PCR
primers are probably responsible for some of the
differences in the N-terminal residues. From the database
of rearranged sequences a corresponding database of the
germline counterparts was produced (see the text). This
germline database was used to calculate the sequence
diversity before hypermutation (bottom of each panel in
darker tint) using the Kabat variability index (Wu &
Kabat, 1970: variability equals the total number of
different residues at each position divided by the relative
frequency of the most common residue at that position).
Sequence ambiguities and stop codons were excluded
from the calculations. Sequence alignments, numbering
and CDRs are according to Kabat et al. (1991), except for
the CDR1 of the VH and Vk regions, where alignments and
numbering are according to Chothia et al. (1992) or
Tomlinson et al. (1995), respectively.

at residues H33, L50, L91, L92 and L94. Somatic
hypermutation, though more evenly distributed
between the CDRs, is particularly prominent at
residues H31, H31b, H52c, H56, H58, L30, L31,
L31a, L53 and L93. Whilst some of these biases
may be due to the presence of intrinsic hot-spots
for mutation (Betz et al., 1993; Wagner et al., 1995),
the pattern and conservative nature of the changes
suggests that the overwhelming factor is that of
selection.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3. An ‘‘antigen’s eye view’’ of sequence diversity.
Sequence diversity was plotted on a scale of blue (more
conserved) to red (more diverse) on the surface of the
antibody POT (Fan et al., 1992) using the software package
GRASP (Nicholls et al., 1991). The VH domain is to the right
and the Vk domain is to the left of each representation. POT
has canonical structures 1-3 for H1-H2 of the VH domain and
2-1-1 for L1-L2-L3 of the Vk domain: residues L31a to f, H31a
and b, and H52b and c are therefore not shown in this
representation. (a) Germline diversity before somatic
hypermutation (as in Figure 2). (b) Diversity created
by somatic hypermutation (as in Figure 2). (c) Diversity after
hypermutation (essentially as first represented by Wu &
Kabat, 1970), calculated using the compilation of rearranged
sequences (see the legend to Figure 1) and the Kabat
variability index. Other views of the antibody surface
demonstrate that sequence diversity is confined mainly to
residues in the antigen binding site. (d) Residues that make
direct side-chain contacts to antigen in 21 high-resolution
(<3.0 Å) antibody-antigen complexes (all containing k light
chains). At each position the total number of complexes that
have one or more side-chain contacts to antigen (as defined
(e)
in the original papers, see below) is plotted on a blue to red
scale (blue, no structures with contacts; red, maximum of 16). Protein data bank (Bernstein et al., 1977) references: 1mlc,
1jhl, 1nca, 1jel, 1tet, 1ikf, 1ggi, 2igf, 1him, 1ibg, 1igj, 4fab, 1dbb, 2cgr, 1baf, 1cbv and 1mrb; other references: Tormo
et al. (1994); Fields et al. (1995); Jeffrey et al. (1995). (e) Key for residue numbers (as in Figure 2). A photocopied
transparency of the key can be used to overlay (a) to (d). The VH CDR3 loop is shown in grey. The end of the Vk CDR3
(also excluded from this analysis) lies at the centre of the binding site and is not visible in this representation. Residues
H35, H50 and L34 are buried at the centre of the binding site.
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We then used the structure of the human
antibody POT (Fan et al., 1992) to provide an
‘‘antigen’s eye view’’ of this diversity. Before
hypermutation, sequence diversity is focused
towards the centre of the antigen binding site
(Figure 3(a)). The VH CDR3 and the end of the Vk
CDR3 (excluded from this analysis, see above)
also are diverse in sequence and length in
the primary repertoire and lie at the centre of
the antigen binding site (Figure 3). Somatic
hypermutation spreads diversity to regions at
the periphery of the binding site that are conserved
in the primary repertoire (Figure 3(b)); for example,
residues H30, H31, H32, L30, L31, L32, L53 and
L93. As a result, the pattern of sequence diversity of the mature repertoire is more evenly
distributed across the antigen binding site (Figure 3(c)).
In general, the most diverse residues are those
that make the most contacts, emphasising their
importance in the antibody-antigen interaction
(Figure 3(d)). However, some conserved residues do
make contacts (for example tryptophan H47 and
tyrosine L49) and some of the more diverse residues
do not (for example, H61, H71, H73 and L60),
suggesting that they may play an indirect role in
antigen binding.
The pattern and extent of diversity introduced
by somatic hypermutation is therefore complementary to that in the primary repertoire, antibodies
using two intermeshing regions of the binding site
to make and/or improve binding contacts. This
poses the question of how such complementarity
evolved.
Both human and mouse antibodies undergo
somatic hypermutation, and the organisation of
their V gene loci indicates that the duplication and
diversification of their V gene families occurred
independently (Brodeur & Riblet, 1984; Kofler et al.,
1989; Matsuda et al., 1993; Zachau, 1993; Cook et al.,
1994). Hence, it appears that the mechanism of
somatic hypermutation predates family diversification and could have played a role in the evolution
of the human V genes. Indeed, it has been proposed
that diversity in the germline V gene segments arose
by homologous recombination with somatically
mutated rearranged V genes (Rothenfluh et al.,
1994). Our findings indicate that the mechanism
cannot be direct: the patterns of germline and
somatic diversity are complementary and the
number of differences between the V gene
segments is larger than the number of changes
created by somatic hypermutation.
Instead, we propose that evolution has favoured
complementarity as an efficient strategy for
searching sequence space (Kauffman, 1993). Some
sites have undergone germline diversification,
whilst others (including hot-spots, Betz et al., 1993;
Wagner et al., 1995) have been conserved for
alteration by somatic hypermutation. In this way
somatic hypermutation has left an evolutionary
imprint on the sequences of the human V gene
segments.
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